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CNNIC launched cdn.cn registration service on Jan. 18, 2000.

MII set up “.中国” and delegated CNNIC to run in 2002.

RFCs on IDN published by collaboration with other partners

Major Internet browsers supports CDN since 2006

As soon as IDN ccTLD FT Implementation Plan approved by ICANN, CNNIC submitted “.中国” request to ICANN.
Application steps

- Application preparation
- String Evaluation
  - String meaning
  - DNS Stability and Security Evaluation
- IANA Delegation
IANA Delegation (*Standard delegation Evaluation process*)

- No clear demanding of documentations
- No clear process for string evaluation and testing

Tips for New or potential applicants:

- Keep close communication with IANA staff
- Double check material before sending to IANA
- Apply for Government or community supporting letter for IANA delegation ASAP, preferably get it done at the preparation stage
Thank you!
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